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Kathakal Urdu HindiQ: Zend Framework
2, Migrating from MYSQL, Doctrine2,
PHP5 to MSSQL I have a Zend
Framework 2 project that was written for
MYSQL/PHP5 that i need to add
MSSQL/PHP7 (my project will only run
on PHP7) How do i go about migrating
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my models (eg. User, Car, Ship). I was
planning on just using the ZF 2 migration
tool to go through all my tables and run
the script to migrate the table but it is not
a bijection-mapping-replacement-
meaning that it does not map the table
names to the code. If i am correct,
migrating my models won't be an easy
task. What are my options? A: I have
found my solution. There is an npm
package that automates all the work: I
already have my User, Vehicle and
Shipping Model classes, so i just used the
command npm install danschaw:sql-auto-
migrator and i was all ready to migrate :)
The basic premise of the invention is to
allow for the display and use of a basic
paper note making application in the form
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of a self-contained electronic device. This
device is, in essence, a credit/debit card
sized device that combines the function
of an electronic calculator with the
function of a calculator in the form of a
paper based slide caliper device. This
device can be used to make on-the-spot
calculations as well as to help a user
determine the numerical value of the use
or usefulness of a particular product that
the user might have. This device would
include a display, a keyboard and possibly
the ability to record marks or marks of
use. The device is a combination
calculator/slide caliper calculator that
includes a traditional hand held calculator
used for simple addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division calculations;
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